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OLD DOGS AND CHILDREN AND UNDERSTANDING CRIME
by

RONALD

D. HUNTER

State University of West Georgia
When I first sat down to work on this paper I contemplated
using the title "Back to the Future: Our Return to the Seventies." It
was my intention to argue that in many ways American society,
criminaljustice administration and the study of criminology are still
tied to the 1970s. It was with this intent that I began reviewing
events from the seventies and comparing them to current events
within American society. So much progress has occurred during the
past thirty years, yet so much remains the same.
I contemplated the 1972 "peace with honor" exit from Vietnam
and the lesson that we had neither the might nor the right to be the
world's policeman. I wondered whether that lesson has seemingly
been forgotten as we conspire with our NATO allies to impose our
"democratic values" on other sovereign nations that do not bend
to our will. I then thought of the lessons of the civil rights movement and the struggle for equality on the part of women. I wondered as I viewed the current posturing by politicians and social
activists whether concerns for justice and equality have totally given
way to self-promotion. I noted that the disenchantment with government that has followed the Clinton administration was very similar to that felt after the Nixon administration. I also noted how the
recession that plagued the Carter administration seems to have been
replicated during the administration of Bush the Second. I then
compared the conservative crime prevention policies ofthe seventies with those ofthe present day. It was at this point in my contemplation that I realized how much] have changed.

When I went to examine the extent ofthese changes in a mirror,
it dawned on me that the middle-aged man looking back was no
longer tall, dark and handsome. This blow was softened somewhat
when I recalled that I have never been tall or handsome. However,
the graying hair and mustache could not be denied, nor could the
thirty extra pounds. These changes in my appearance as well as in
my social philosophies were so obvious as to cause me to reassess
my approach to this paper. While I was pondering how I might best
reflect the impacts of these life changes on an aging criminologist,
I recalled the words of Tom T. Hall's 1972 song, Old Dogs and
Children and Watermelon Wine. It was then that I realized what the
focus of this paper should be. The issues addressed by Hall in that
song would provide the framework for the concepts that have become important to me as a criminologist. The discussion of old
dogs and children will be utilized with the following sections. As for
the part of the song that extols the virtues of watermelon wine, I
must confess to not being a big fan of watermelon or of wine. However, I do love my discipline and it sort of rhymes, so henceforth
"watermelon wine" shall be replaced with "understanding crime."
For those who are musically impaired, Tom T. Hall is a folk poet,
country philosopher, and ballad singer who had a great deal of
popularity on country, folk and contemporary charts during the
1970s. My personal taste in music during that era ran more to the
tune of Creedence Clearwater Revival, Three Dog Night and the
Rolling Stones. However, friends and family mandated that I frecontinued
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President's Message

o

A CJS Today will soon have a new look and format. It will be available in both print and electronic packaging. The ACJS
Executive Board decided to abbreviate the print version of ACJS Today and create a web version. The print version will
include short news items and summaries of articles that are published at length on the ACJS web site. We hope you will
be pleased with the results. It is our intention to provide more information in an easily accessible format. A longer version
of my message can be found at www.acjs.org.

o

It's time to get your abstract together for the 2002 ACJS Annual Meeting, March 5-9 in Anaheim, California. Program
information is available on the ACJS web site: www.acjs.org and you can submit your proposal there.

o

Gregory Russell, 5th Region Trustee, resigned in early June due to family considerations. We will miss Greg's expertise
on the Board. The ACJS Constitution provides for the Executive Board to decide the manner to fill such a vacancy. The
Board decided to conduct an election concurrently with the annual elections. A call for nominations went out within the
yh Region. ACJS members in the 5th Region will be voting this fall on the election of a Trustee to complete Greg's term.

o

The ACJS National Office moved on August 1,2001 to Greenbelt, Maryland, which is a short Metro ride to Washington
DC. For information on the rationale for this move see the detailed President's Message at www.acjs.org.

o

The Mid-Year Executive Board Meeting is scheduled for September 7 & 8, 200l. The Board will be apprised of the
progress of the activities of ACJS Committees, Editors, and Sections since the annual meeting and will act on other ACJS
business.

o

Recently a number of ACJS members were called on to review criminal justice programs throughout Massachusetts.
See more in my message on the web.

o

Help ACJS put together "Best Practices in Criminal Justice Program Assessment." Share your experience with the Ad
Hoc Committee on Criminal Justice Program Assessment. Contact Dave Owens, at owensd@sunyocc.edu.

o

I challenge each of you to recruit at least one new regular or institutional member of the Academy. The application form
is on the ACJS web site.

o

Please feel free to communicate your thoughts to me at Mittie.SoutheriandCmMurrayState.edu.
serving the Academy, we will gladly find a place for you to serve.

Respectfully,

Mittie D. Southerland
President ACJS 2001-2002

If you are interested in
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quently be exposed to poorly sung gospel
and twangy country music as well. It was
during this period of time that I became familiar with Tom T. Hall's humorous takes on
life. Those songs that made a lasting impression on me were the straight to the point,
I Like Beer, as well as his tongue-in-cheek
swipe at pseudo-sensitive
men, Faster
Horses, Younger Women, Older Whiskey, and
More Money. Yet it was Hall's depiction of
an encounter between a busy traveler and
an elderly janitor in a Miami bar that impressed me the most. It is this song that I
will use as the framework for the remainder
of this paper. So with apologies to Tom T.
Hall, "A in t but three things in this world
that s worth a solitary dime. But old dogs
and children and understanding crime. "
THE LESSONS OF OLD DOGS

"Old dogs care about you even when
you make mistakes" is one of the morals of
Hall's ballad. This statement acknowledges
what many pet owners already know. Our
human needs for caring and compassion are
often best met by our non-human companions. The lesson from this ballad was particularly poignant in that I just recently had
to "put down" myoid dog. Lizzie was a loyal
friend who was always glad to see me, who
readily forgave me my many sins, who gave
me love and attention whenever I needed it,
and who never ever tried to give me advice.
My wife and I miss her terribly.
You are probably now asking, "So, what
does an old dog have to do with criminology?" My answer is everything. We not
only miss the company of our old dog, we
miss the way that she made us feel. It is that
feeling of importance or self-worth that I wish
to discuss within this section. The idea of a
friend who is always there, who loves you
despite your flaws and who asks for little in
return has great appeal for even the most
cynical among us. No matter how low one
ranks on the social scale, no matter how
physically unattractive, or lacking in intelligence one may be, we have a need to be
valued. It is this need that I believe guides
each of us in our views of our self and of the
world around us. It is also the driving force
in our behaviors.
Previous considerations of self-concept
and self-esteem have proven valuable in explaining the development of criminal and
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deviant behaviors. Many ofthe leading theoretical explanations of crime and criminality
stress the importance of self-worth. Cohen's
(1955) Middle Class Measuring Rod views
crime as occurring when youth seek other
means to achieve status. Cloward and
Ohlin's (1960) Differential Opportunity
makes a similar argument. Several of the
learning theories such as Imitation (Tarde,
1912), Differential Association (Sutherland
and Cressy 1978), and Differential Reinforcement (Burgess and Akers, 1966) stress the
importance of status in the learning relationship. The social control theories of Reckless (1967) and Hirshi (1969) demonstrate
the importance of self-concept. The symbolic interactionist and labeling theories of
Mead (1934), Matza and Sykes (1961) and
Lemert (196 I) do the same from slightly different approaches. Some ofthe more recent
integrated theories such as Kaplan's (1977)
Self-Derogation Theory, Agnew's (1985)
General Strain Theory, Krohn's (1986) Network Analysis Theory, Thornberry's (1987)
Interactional Theory, Braithwaite's (1989)
Reintegrative Shaming, and Tittle's (1995)
Control Balance Theory all incorporate aspects of image or self-worth within their arguments. Building upon these earlier works,
it is my belief that these concepts can be
expanded into a holistic theory of human
behavior based upon personal identity. I
The premise of identity theory is quite
simple, criminal behavior is seen as the product of nature and nurture. The determination of whether behavior will be criminal is
dependent upon how the individual and
society interrelate with one another. These
interrelationships are influenced by complex
and constantly changing influences of biological factors, psychological factors and
social factors. These complex interrelationships are constant and frequently conflictive. Their net impacts are that aggregate
level single factor theories are useful in
describing group activities but are ineffective in explaining and dealing with individual
offenders.
In order to understand crime and criminality at the individual level, the combined
effects of the biological, psychological, and
social factors must be considered. However
this does not mean that criminologists must
evaluate a lengthy checkl ist of environmental factors for each criminal offender. Instead
it means that we must locate an indicator of
those influences that will then enable us to
assess criminality.
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Human beings have an innate need to
feel worthy. It is important that significant
others feel that we are worthwhile but it is
even more important that we feel self-worth.
Every action that we take in dealing with others and in dealing with ourselves is a product of our desire for positive self-worth. All
human behavior, no matter how compassionate or selfless, is driven by our desires to feel
good about ourselves. Veblen (1998) saw
greed as motivation not only for seemingly
selfish acts but for altruistic acts as well. As
human beings we have many desires. Food,
shelter, and material comforts are fundamental concerns. But as personnel specialists are
well aware, ego needs ultimately determine
behavior. It is our argument that ego gratification is necessary for mental and emotional
well being. Without this gratification, we cannot maintain a positive self-image. And without a positive self-image we have no identity. Therefore in order to develop and maintain our personal identity, we do what we
think is necessary to enhance our self-worth.
If our ecological makeup has disposed
us to being gregarious and outgoing, our
self identity is influenced by what others
think of us. If we have suffered rejection,
frustration and loneliness, we may come to
rely solely upon our own self-image. Social
bonds and controls are important but only if
they contribute to a positive identity. If such
social influences should happen to lead to
identity conflict, we will do what is necessary to remove negative stimuli so as to reestablish our positive identity. The means
by which we remove negative stimuli may be
to conform to social pressures or it may be to
reject the sources of those pressures. These
actions may range from internal responses
(cognitive acceptance or denial) to efforts
on a societal level (attempting to change the
social and economic order). Whether these
individual responses are criminal or lawful
may be due more to the opinions of others
than to the personal ideology of the respondent. The choice oflawful or criminal behavior is determined by whether compliance or
deviance best serves our identity needs.
While ecological concerns have substantial impact, broad social factors are also
influential. As indicated above, we choose
our actions based on what aids us in maintaining our identity. Ifwe have been socialized into the view that work status is important we shall seek to enhance our work status. If we are unable to do so, maintaining
our positive identity requires that we reject
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such status labels. This rejection may not
be deviant but may seek to lawfully alter the
system or circumstances that created the
threat to our identity.
Identity theory is compatible with all
other explanations of criminal behavior. Classical theory stresses the need for individual
responsibility. So does identity theory. But
whether that responsibility is socially acceptable is not as important as to whether it
promotes a positive identity. Fortunately,
because of early socialization efforts, most
of us comply with classical mandates not
out of fear of punishment but because it
makes us feel good about ourselves. We support the punishment of others because that
also makes us feel good about ourselves.
We may also support positive theories for
similar identity enhancement purposes. Likewise, we may advocate Marxist ideologies
because our perceived involvement in the
struggle for equality enables us to maintain
(or further develop) our positive identity.
Identity theory can explain both legal
and illegal behaviors by all classes of people
and all categories of crime. For example, racism on the part of African Americans can be
explained as the product of socialization that
leads to hostility and contempt for other
races. This hostility may result in any number of behaviors, but ultimately those behaviors will be selected based upon what is
deemed as most beneficial to the individual's
personal identity. Whether that selection be
cool indifference, nonviolent protest, or violent action is determined by personal identity. What seems to be an irrational act to
others may be a deliberate (and personally
rewarding) act of martyrdom by another.
Conversely, racism by European Americans
can be explained in the exact manner. All actions, even on the part of those thought to
be deranged or mentally incompetent are rational (to them) efforts to enhance their personal identity.
The implications of identity theory for
crime prevention are both exciting as well as
frustrating. If personal factors preclude an
individual from achieving success legitimately, we may focus on rehabilitative techniques such as education, job training or
counseling. Or, more preferably, we may engage in intervention programs that will prevent unlawful activity from occurring; However, what do we do when we are dealing
with a large segment of society? Efforts at
social engineering to assimilate those who
do not fit in, as well as efforts to impose
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social change that in essence adapts society to those who are different, are equally
distasteful. The challenges of dealing with
social conflict are discussed within the
next section.
THE LESSONS OF CHILDREN

"God bless little children while they're
still too young to hate. " The other life event
that brought Hall's lyrics home to me was far
more pleasant than that discussed earlier.
The recent birth of my second granddaughter has caused me to reflect on the importance of children within our society. At three
months of age, Kate does little but eat, sleep,
drool, poop and smile. Yet that is enough for
doting grandparents. Before and since the
birth of Kate, my wife and I have quite frequently relieved our daughter and son-inlaw by keeping our oldest granddaughter
(two-year-old Caroline). The joys that we
share from this beautiful and brilliant child
(acknowledging perhaps a hint of bias in this
appraisal) are boundless. A child's need for
caring, sharing and compassion helps us as
adults to overcome our baser instincts. Anyone who is not moved by the trust and innocence of a young child has serious identity problems.
In the previous section I presented a
holistic theory that is appropriate for examining and explaining individual behavior.
However, it suffers from the same weaknesses as other general theories in that it is
difficult to apply in the aggregate. In this
section I will discuss a social conflict explanation that is compatible with identity theory
but is more useful in explaining behaviors at
the group and societal levels. I relate this
explanation to the innocence and vulnerability of children in that social conflict theories
stress the use of power and authority to exploit those who are powerless.'
All of the social conflict explanations
have merit in their critiques of society and
the administration of justice. In particular,
theories that consider class and wealth but
focus on power struggles between competing interest groups as normal rather than as
merely being the product of capitalism have
special appeal for me. This does not mean
that [ do not find Marxist critiques to have
merit, but simply that I, an aging academic
tenuously holding on to my middle class accruements, am more comfortable with the
solutions offered by social constructionist approaches.
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Veld's (1958) Group Conflict Theory provides
an excellent understanding of interest group
competition. Weber's (1953) Status Theory
and Dahrendorf's (1959) add class conflict
to this debate. Turk (1966; 1977) and Quinney
(1970) incorporate power and authority relationships within their discussions. Although
Quinney moved beyond the arguments of
the Social Reality of Crime in his subsequent
Marxist and peacemaking efforts, this work
is in my opinion his classic work. However,
the previous theories have looked upon the
use of power and group conflicts as means
by which the powerful maintain control over
the powerless. Instead, I see power brokers
from the ends of the political spectrum (conservative, liberal, socialist, to communist) conspiring with one another to maintain control
over the poor, the working class and the
middle class.
This perspective, which 1 have christened
as elitist theory, holds that every society is
ruled by an elite oligarchy. These elites may
preside over totalitarian governments or they
may permit their citizens to enjoy considerable freedom in allegedly democratic societies. Regardless of the nature of the government, the elites conspire to maintain their
political control. However, unlike previous
theories, we argue that the behavior of elites
may actually be of benefit to the lower classes.
Utilizing precepts espoused by Domhoff
(1998), Dye and Zeigler (1999), Mills and Mills
(2000), and Veblen, (1998) we view power relations as defined through conflict in which
the middle class is exploited by advocates of
both the haves and have nots. Class struggle
is seen as normal and continuous whether
the society is capitalist, socialist or communist. In order to maintain control, the powerful make concessions to the "dangerous
classes." However, the concessions are at
the expense of the middle class, not the upper class. Through a process known as "symbolic reassurance" (discussed in the following section), elites coopt those who would
oppose them. In addition, threats to power
are diminished by pitting the lower class and
the middle class against one another.
Political and economic elites, despite
considerable differences that are presented
to the public, are generally in consensus.
Ironically, they maintain their power by promoting conflict within society. By appealing
to class, race, and gender divisions, they are
able to impose their collective will on the
populace. Only when there is such consider-
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able discontent within society that their positions of authority are threatened will they
respond to pressures from the middle class.
However, these responses are only to
the extent necessary to diffuse the perceived threats.
Posturing on issues such as "making
the rich pay their fair share," "tax cuts only
benefit the affluent,"and alleging that "certain programs would hurt women, minorities
and the poor" enables liberal elites in government to generate support for their programs. Posturing on issues such as "eliminating welfare," "eliminating affirmative action," and arguing that "big government is
causing economic harm to the working and
middle class" by conservative elites obtains
support for their programs. On the part of all
political extremes these actions are actually
only tokens provided to ensure that their
control is continued. For the most part, the
elites offer few differences in how they actually govern. An example of elitism in action
is the operation of the Social Security System as a pyramid scheme that would be unlawful in the private sector. Likewise, the
theft of social security funds to create an
alleged budget surplus is the product of bipartisan agreement by both Democrats and
Republicans in Washington, D.C.
Elite theory holds that seeking to dramatically overhaul the current system of government (through either revolution or the
ballot) would only replace one group of elites
with another. Therefore the keys to reducing conflict and crime within society lies in
educating members of the middle class on
how they are being used to provide the resources to placate the lower class. These
efforts would not result in change in the
political structure but would obtain more
concessions on behalf of the middle class,
whose conformity is the source of stability
for the continuance of society.
The assertion that we are being duped
by both left and right elites and that dramatic changes would only result in a new
grouping of elites may seem as being both
cynical and apathetic by many readers. I do
not believe that to be so. Contemporary
criminology is supposed to challenge the
status quo and to motivate others from complacency. As liberal criminology andcritical
criminology have continued their drift toward one another, we have become content
to compile lists of alleged wrongdoings by
capitalists and increasingly add new groups
to our rolls of victims. It is my contention
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that it is time that we demand more from left
elites as well as right elites. It is also time
that we stop getting caught up in the separatist games that are so frequently used to
manipulate us as academics and citizens. In
order to promote awareness of how this manipulation occurs, I will discuss the true purpose of the criminal justice system within
the next section.
UNDERSTANDING

CRIME

"J tried it all when I was young and in
my natural prime; Now its old dogs and children and understanding crime." The two
previous sections presented two compatible
theories, the holistic identity theory and the
social conflict elitist theory. Those two theories attempted to explain how and why crime
occurs. In this section I blend these two to
describe how and why the criminal justice
system works as it does.'
The act of condemning and punishing
crime is a fundamental responsibility of government (Packer, I968). It is through punishment that government demonstrates to
the victims, their friends, their family and the
public in general that the government will
exact vengeance on their behalf(Monatague,
1995). Seeing lawbreakers punished is also a
means of maintaining citizen support for
criminal laws and government in general
(Packer, 1968). The rewards to law-abiding
citizens that are provided by the criminal justice system are many. An orderly society
where, despite diverse opinions on a myriad
of political, social and economic issues, we
are able to participate in social activities with
only limited fear of terroristic activities. The
existence oflow crime rates when compared
to other Western democracies. And, despite
minimal amounts of crime, protection of individual freedoms. Indeed it is not the acts
of justice (i.e. punishment of offenders) but
the idea of justice that unites society.
The concept of symbolic reassurance
builds on the concluding statement from the
previous paragraph about the importance of
the idea of justice. The basic premise ofthis
theory is that the criminal justice system not
only provides guidelines for society to follow, it also punishes evildoers to affirm the
law-abiding's beliefin the system. The mass
citizenry are law-abiding not because they
fear the law but because they believe in it.
Therefore universal conformity is not attained through threats of prosecution but
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by reassuring the law-abiding that the system of justice is working.
This principle may even be taken to the
extreme by asserting that to a large degree it
does not matter what is being done as long
as the public perceives that something is
being done. In truth, the criminal justice
system exists not to deal with lawbreakers
but to reassure the law-abiding public. As
long as a few offenders get occasional punishment (the more severe the better) the public, especially the middle class, will remain
compl iant even if not totally satisfied.
Therefore, it is my assertion that all crime
theories are important in that they exemplify
means of dealing with criminal and deviant behavior. No one theory will emerge as
being the miracle solution to the problem of
crime. No matter the theoretical approach,
crime is a normal social phenomenon
(Durkheim, 1964). What is truly important is
that law-abiding citizens feel that they are
being served and therefore do not have to
take the law into their own hands. Serious
social unrest is a societal-wide distrust that
threatens the existence of governmental entities. It is not isolated and short-term threats,
as exemplified by urban riots or actions of
fringe groups, will occur only if governmental institutions fail to symbolically reassure
the general populace.
In summary, human beings are motivated
to enhance their self-images. We can understand the actions of individuals and specific groups of individuals by applying a holistic approach that incorporates biological,
psychological,
and sociological factors.
Identity Theory is one such effort. However,
when we focus our attention on broader
groups and communities within society, a
social conflict theory that allows for interest
group competition and focuses upon the
efforts of political elites is more appropriate.
Elitist Theory seeks to provide this connection. Lastly, the criminal justice system exists because government must give us something in return for our tax dollars and our
obedience. Symbolic Reassurance is the
means by which it does so.
As long as a majority of society feels
that capital punishment is a necessary evil,
we shall continue to sentence murderers to
death (and occasionally execute some of
them). As long as a significant portion of
society sees the need for lengthy prison sentences, we shall have them. All of the criminal justice organizations to which I belong,
continued on page 6
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the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences,
the American Society of Criminology, and
the Southern Criminal Justice Association
are debating whether they as scholarly associations should take political stances on
criminal justice issues. I oppose such actions
because (1) I do not want the few inclusive
organizations of which I know to become
divided and potentially exclusionary, (2) I
do not think that we should preach to the
public before we get our sermons finished,
and (3) unless we can construct arguments
that we can sell to the masses of middle and
working class Americans, we will be ignored.
In the meantime, I intend to spend more time
with my granddaughters and to get another
dog.
NOTES

1. Several of the paragraphs in my discussion of identity theory were adapted from
pages 155-157 of Hunter and Dantzker
(2002).
2. Several of the paragraphs in the discussion of elitist theory were adapted from
pages 127-129 of Hunter and Dantzker
(2002).
3. Several paragraphs in the discussion
of symbolic reassurance were adapted from
pages 211-214 of Hunter and Dantzker
(2002).
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Introduction
Recently, my family and I vacationed in
Jamaica. One of the amenities at the resort
where we stayed was a Cyber Cafe. There,
guests may go on-line to surf the web and/
or send and receive e-mail. In a room overlooking the veranda, four networked computers were set aside for this purpose. Perhaps, not surprisingly, competition to use
the computers was brisk. As a result, I found
myself outside the Cyber Cafe awaiting the
doors to open at 9:00 a.m. on more than one
occasion. Everyone in my family availed
themselves of this service. The children
conned their mother into coughing up a
credit card, which was promptly used to
make on-line purchases of whimsy. What
the heck, we were on vacation. I checked
my university e-mail account for, and responded to, inquiries from students and colleagues. I must stay connected in the Information Age. I am one of those people who
breaks out in hives if I do not check my email half a dozen times a day, even on personal time. April in Jamaica. The climate temperate, the breeze refreshing, and the ocean
and pool waters warm. It was paradise. What
was there to worry about?
Serendipity led me to suspect a sniffer
program might be installed on the hard drive
of one of the computers in the Cyber Cafe.
Two days prior to the scheduled conclusion
of our tropical holiday, a colleague, with
whom I had exchanged e-rnail, put the
thought in my head. Thereafter, I checked.
Sure enough, my suspicion was confirmed.
TECH SPECS

Technically termed "packet sniffers,"
these programs are benign. Such utilities are
designed to harvest "packets" (pieces of
information) as they travel across a network
interface, generally at the time of login. At
the point-of-origin,
at the time of initial
transmission, an e-mail message is subdivided into smaller pieces called "packets."
"Packet switching" is the mechanism by
which each packet is simultaneously conveyed to different nodes (computers at geo-
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graphically diverse locations) on the network. The packets are transmitted as bursts
of data. The packets of an e-mail message
(text, graphic or other file) are reassembled
at its destination in the form originally transmitted (Lessig, 1999). The reason and design of this distributed processing and reassembly of files, has to do with security
associated with the primary purpose and
objective of the ARPANET (the antecedent
of today's Internet) at the time of its inception in the 1960s (Segaller, 1998).
Ironically, the original intent of sniffer
programs was as information security devices. Set to capture the IP (Internet Protocol) address of an intruder, a sophisticated
sniffer is able to record all of an attacker's
actions in detail (Stephenson, 2000). The exploitation of sniffers, however, renders them
malevolent hacker tools. "Crackers" (criminals who hack systems) commonly engage
the "promiscuous mode" routine of sniffers
to seize and record user names, passwords,
and increasingly,
credit card numbers.
Sniffer programs can be installed by anyone with legitimate access (as in the case of
the Jamaican Cyber Cafe) to a networked
system, or surreptitiously and remotely by
an unauthorized intruder. The procedure for
doing this is fairly fundamentai.lnstallation
kits are readily available and downloadable
from the Internet (Denning, 1999; Denning
and Denning, 1998). Using the DOS (Disk
Operating System) command "dir" on the
"E" drive of one of the Cyber Cafe
computer's hard drive, I discovered a "/tmp"
subdirectory. In this obscure subdirectory
was a listing with an asynchronous (inconsistent with the other files/programs
therein), non-traditional naming convention.
It was labeled ".libpcap". Most programs
do not begin with a period or dot (Halvorson
and Young, 1999). Upon reviewing a 560 K
file ("Itmp/.dump"), I discovered 19,225 entries logged over a period of the prior 12
days. There were 9,000 login names, the corresponding 9,000 passwords, and 1,255
(American Express, VISA, and Mastercard)
credit card numbers in that file.
Fortunately, the entries were all in clear
text (not encrypted). Otherwise, everything
would have been gibberish and I would have
no way of knowing what I was looking at.
Among the entries were notations dated
from the second day of our stay (the first
day any of us made use of the CyberCafe).
Logged were my wife's e-mail address and
password, her VISA card number as well as
my university e-mail address and password.
We had not authorized any of the resort
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staff, including the Cyber Cafe, to collect,
record, or retain this sensitive, personal information. As we had pre-paid our vacation,
no credit card number was ever given to the
resort. In addition, I determined that the
Cyber Cafe computers were dedicated for
that purpose only and not used for any administrative functions of the resort, such as
guest accounts. Not having approved the
recording of these entries, I erased the entire "/tmp/.dump"
file and disabled the
".libpcap" program. I then ran a diagnostics
on that computer. I left it completely operable, functioning, and interfacing properly
with the other three computers on the Cyber
Cafe LAN (Local Area Network) except that
the sniffer no longer worked.
So WHAT?
What if my friend had not made a quip
asking if I had changed my password?
What if! had not discovered the sniffer program? What ifthe cracker(s) compiling these
data were doing so in preparation to make
(obviously) unauthorized purchases using
the purloined credit card information they
had collected? What ifthe miscreant's plans
were more elaborate? What ifthey were preparing to steal identities? What if in my email exchanges I had transmitted sensitive
information? What if, instead of course syllabi for next semester's classes, I had been
working on my sure-to-be Pulitzer Prize-winning novel? Intellectual property is becoming a major target of opportunity for economic espionage agents prowling the
Internet (FBI, 2001; Boni and Kovacich,
2000)
Do you use a networked computer? On
that computer do you word process papers,
course materials, quizzes, and tests? Do you
prepare memoranda and letters on that computer? Are some of those documents sensitive? Do you send and receive e-mail on that
computer? Have you posted your unpublished papers on your web site? Anyone
who accesses your site can print your papers or save them to files. For what purpose
and with whose permission? If any of these
things, randomly selected from a growing
list, are the case for you, you are vulnerable
to the theft of your intellectual property and
loss of privacy. With each new publicized
attack and intrusion both from within (Glanz,
2001) and outside the United States
(McMahon, 2001), businesses, colleges,
and universities, are accelerating their vigilance in their efforts to detect piracy (information theft) as well as the abuse and misuse of information systems. Greater num-

bers of systems administrators and network
security specialists feel compelled to employ more and more draconian measures and
intrusive techniques to protect sensitive
data and information. Some of these procedures are means in place on their networks
about which the average user may be unaware. The author of Database Nation, a
noted computer security authority, cautions
"Once this technology is in place, it is unlikely that it will be restricted to antipiracy
protection."
He refers to this as the
"micrornanagement of intellectual property"
(Garfinkel,2000:
12). Some "code rebels"
(encryption specialists) are fighting the trend in
an effortto thwart Big Brotherism (Levy, 200 I).
INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY

Since the time of Sir Isaac Newton (16421727), knowledge has been doubling about
every seventeen years. "It is always the last
[current] doubling period that is the hardest
to cope with" (Hamming, 1997: 73). There
are presently some ten thousand specialties in which people are employed that make
use of, and increasingly create, information.
Intellectual Property (IP) is operationally
defined as the creative and innovative products of one's mind converted to a medium
such as physical text (hard copy) or digital
recording (floppy disk, CD-ROM and other
like electronic files). The Founding Fathers
recognized the importance of granting legal
protection to IP. Article I, Section 8 of the
United States Constitution states that "The
Congress shall have power ... to promote
the progress of science and useful arts, by
securing for limited times to authors ... the
exclusive right to their ...
writings"
(Fishman, 2000: 2/2). Generally, IP warrants
the same legal protection as one's physical
property. However, it is not always possible
to assert one's IP rights in a court of law
unless application has previously been
made and granted for protection as with, for
example, a copyright. These issues were
more clearly defined in the good old days.
But how is one to assert these rights for
material published, not in a book or journal,
but on the Internet (Lorenzo, 2000)? A federal judge has recently described Alice
Randall's The Wind Be Gone, as an "unabated piracy" of Margaret Mitchell's Gone
With the Wind. U. S. District Judge Charles
Pannell ruled that Randall's work infringed
Mitchell's copyright and ordered the publisher, Houghton Mifflin, to recall the advance copies. But bootleg copies nevertheless became available on the Internet (Parsons, 2001). How does one recall their intelcontinued

on page 8
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lectual property from cyberspace? Doing so
is not the same as removing palpable objects from a finite number of real world book
store shelves. The legal decision becomes
unenforceable.
And, if that issue were not enough of a
Gordian Knot, what constitutes the basis
for the forensic analysis of plagiarism
(Reynolds, 1993)? For that matter, how is
one to know if they have a need for such
protection? The Information Age poses
many IP challenges. IP is actually an umbrella term that currently encompasses five
specific categories.
Copyright
law. The exclusive right
granted by the federal government to a person (authors and publishers) to publish and
sell literary, musical, or artistic work for a
defined period of time. For works created
on or after January I, 1978, this constitutes
the lifetime ofthe author plus 50 years. Corporate-authored works are protected for 75
years after publication or 100 years after creation of the work. The Copyright Act intentionally uses the phrase "works of authorship" to describe the types of works protected to avoid the need to rewrite the Act
each time a new "medium" is discovered.
Thus, World Wide Web pages as well as
multimedia CD-ROMs are protected even
though neither existed at the time the Act
was written. Computer programs and most
databases as well as directories are registered as "literary works," while maps and
architectural plans are registered as "pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works." Copyright law prohibits the copying of the expression of ideas but does not protect ideas
themselves (UCSC, 2001). This law is widely
misunderstood. Not all duplications are prohibited. The Copyright Act provides for "fair
use" exceptions. Under the Copyright Act,
four factors must be taken into account in
order to determine if a specific action is to
be considered a "fair use." Those elements
are: (1) the purpose and character of the use
(Is the use [copying] for commercial or nonprofit, educational purposes?), (2) the nature of the copyrighted work, (3) the amount
and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole,
and, (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for, or value of, the copyrighted work. There are, of course, other legal aspects. These include the assurance
for electronic transactions (certification and
security), electronic communications (message integrity, "like paper"), as well as the
privacy and control of monopoly power
(UCSC, 200 1).

Patent law. The exclusive right granted
by the federal government to an inventor to
use or sell her/his invention for a period of
17 years. The U. S. Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) had been reluctant to grant patents related to computer software on the
premise that computer programs were mathematical algorithms and not processes or
machines. A 1981 U. S. Supreme Court ruling changed this perspective (UCSC, 200 1).
Trademark
law. This law protects
words, names, symbols, or devices used by
a manufacturer to identity their goods and
services, as well as distinguish them from
similar goods and services. But, it must be
registered with the federal government to
benefit from this protection. In that case, it
cannot be copied or imitated for a period of
20 years and may be renewed. "Word-Perfect" is a legally protected trademark of Corel,
whereas "corn flakes" cannot be protected
as a trademark (UCSC, 200 1).
Trade secret law. Inventions that are in
the process of being patented can still be
afforded protection under this law. Protection is automatic if efforts are made to keep
the invention secret by its custodian. However, no protection is afforded against independent simultaneous discovery or reverse
engineering. Generally known information also
does not quality as a trade secret (UCSC, 200 1).
Unfair competition law. The federal government and most states have enacted laws
to prevent various deceptive practices by
businesses. Their purpose is to protect consumers against companies that misrepresent
what they do with the personal information
of their customers. These laws provide the
means to determine if companies are not following their privacy promises to their consumers. This enables both consumers and
government regulators to seek redress from
such businesses for privacy violations
(Privacilla, 200 1).
MAINTAINING

THE STATUS

Quo

You may be thinking that over the years
nothing untoward-insofar
as your intellectual property is concerned-has
happened.
So why bother now? A fair question. You
may be content with the way things are. You
may even be safe. Life is a gamble. Some people
do not bother to secure life insurance.
PLAUSIBLE

OUTCOMES

OF INACTION

Consider the following. You labor long
and hard on the definitive paper on a topic
of your expertise or interest for presenta-

tion at next year's ACJS meeting. You want
to fine-tune the fruits of your toil by inviting review and comments. So, you e-mail
the paper in an attachment to trusted colleagues, soliciting their informal critique.
What assurance do you have that someone
you had no intention of seeing your intellectual property, intercepts your e-mail, puts
their name in place of yours and turns it in
for credit at some distant university, or submits it for publication? Are your syllabi and
course materials on-line? What is to prevent some unscrupulous individual from
making use of these items without proper
attribution?
There are, of course, other nettlesome
issues. If you write a paper using your
institution's computer assigned to you, does
that paper (your intellectual property) belong to you or does it belong to the college
or university? What if you write that paper
on your personal laptop, but during office
hours? Will your employer try to make the
case that the work is theirs because you
were "on the c!ock"-being
compensated
by your employer when you wrote that paper? What about work you produce while
on sabbatical? What if your paper was written on your own time on your own computer, but you make use of your college or
university affiliation?
If you leave for
greener pastures, can you take your intellectual property with you, or must it remain
behind? What about audio, video, or other
electronic media products of which you are
the content expert? What about your televised or teleconference
presentations?
What about your web-based course(s)?
RECOMMENDATIONS

Occum's Razor applies. This heuristic
states that generally the better answer is to
be found in the simple solution. You should
determine if your intellectual property rights
are already protected. The issue may have
previously been addressed at your college
or university. A colleague in another department may have raised the issue and had it
resolved without your knowledge or prior
to your arrival at that institution. This is
something about which you are unaware. If
a policy does exist, determine what that
policy says. Even if you are protected, e.g.
like with life insurance, the coverage may
have been satisfactory at the time of its enactment, but may be inadequate now. If an
approach has not been formulated, from
your institution's legal counselor union representative, determine if a policy is presently
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being drafted or merely being contemplated.
If nothing is being done, you may benefit
from having this issue placed on the agenda
for your next faculty meeting. Rather than
tackling this issue alone, the best approach
may be to work collaboratively within your
institution rather than independently or in
an adversarial relationship. Seek information, advice, and counsel from experts in the
field. If you seek legal advice, you should
keep in mind that intellectual property covers five areas of specialization. "Many lawyers ... advertise as intellectual property
lawyers . .. If you are shopping for a copyright
lawyer, do your best to find someone who specializesin copyrights" (Fishman, 2000).
The National Intellectual Property Law
Institute in Washington, DC, has pioneered
efforts of this kind, especially as they relate
to national security concerns. Its President,
James Chandler, a distinguished attorney,
is Professor Emeritus from George Washington University. He is the author of Economic Espionage Act of 1996. More recently,
he authored "Patent Protection of Computer
Programs" (Chandler, 2000).
Consideration is being given to undertaking a kind of summit to address the implications of intellectual property rights in the
information age. What can you do? First, if
you have published something on point or
are aware ofa colleague's work dealing with
this subject, kindly furnish me with a copy
or provide citation information. I may have
it already. Then again, it may have eluded
me. Second, your thoughts and proposals
would be appreciated. These can be directed
to me via e-mail. If you send an attachment,
Word is preferred. Not everyone can be invited to participate in the intellectual property summit. But the views and suggestions
of each of you can be included, for which
you will be given credit.
CONCLUSIONS

The questions posed here about intellectual property are only a sampling from a
wide array for which, it appears, few answers
have been clearly and concisely articulated
or codified. To be sure, the issues under the
umbrella of intellectual property (Copyrights, Patents, Trademarks, Trade Secrets,
and Unfair Competition), are not new nor
are the questions posed here unique. But
the nexus of intellectual property with high
technology and especially the web has reconstituted and made urgent the issue of
adequate protection. In the Information Age
there is a need to narrow the gap between
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what is good for the whole (or an employer)
and a scholar's intellectual property rights.
It has been noted that the original purpose for the American development of the
patent system-the
oldest protection under the intellectual property umbrella-was
to require inventors to reveal their secrets,
thus enabling others to build (improve)
upon these inventions. In exchange, inventors were compensated by a limited protection (Hamming, 1997). The co-founder of
Counterpane, the prestigious Internet security firm, observes that intellectual property includes electronic versions of books,
magazines, and newspapers; digital videos,
music, and still images; software; and private databases. These can be made available to the public for a fee. He posits that
the difficult question that remains is not how
to keep private data private, but how to
maintain control and receive appropriate
compensation for proprietary data while
making it public. He further points out that
companies want to control the dissemination of their intellectual property but that
while this attitude is perfectly reasonable, it
is "contrary to what the digital world is all
about" (Schneier 2000: 25).
Whatever road the majority of we professors of criminal justice take in dealing
with the issue of intellectual property, surely
we will be better off on a specific course of
action, one that we choose to follow, than
electing to take no course of action at all.
Three decades ago in his classic Future
Shock, Alvin Toffler (1970) admonished us
that if we respond to our changing environment responsibly and decisively, we affect
the future in one way. If we choose to do
nothing we affect the future in a different
way. Either way, however, by our action or
inaction, we will influence the course ofhistory. The question is whether we choose to
direct our own destiny or have others determine the future for us. You are urged not
to remain a bystander at a rest stop along
the information superhighway, but rather to
participate in processes that will not only help
shape the future of criminal justice but that will
also effect you personally and professionally.
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Journal of Criminal Justice Education
The Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is seeking applications for the position of Editor of the Journal of Criminal
Justice Education, an official publication of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences.
The Editor Selection Committee of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences is accepting applications for the position of
editor of the Journal of Criminal Justice Education. The editor will be responsible for administering a high quality academic journal for the ACJS membership. The editor will set editorial policy, select deputy and associate editors, create a peer
review system, and manage the journal. Applications must meet the following qualifications:
Demonstrated record of scholarly activity as measured by such indicators as publications in refereed journals, book
publication, and research.
Prior editorial experience as measured by such indicators as editorial responsibility for other scholarly publications and
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Those interested in being considered should provide a formal proposal to the Editor Selection Committee no later than
November 16,2001. The proposal should include:
1. Statement of editorial philosophy for the Journal of Criminal Justice Education.
2. Statement of applicants qualifications, including vita.
3. Formal declaration of institutional support. The budget should include a breakdown of the expenses that will be
provided by the host institution and those expected for the Academy.
The Executive Board of the Academy will appoint the editor for a three-year term. Applications and requests for further
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Steven P. Lab
Department of Human Services
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
(419) 372-7778
slab@benet.bgsu.edu.
The editor's first issue will be Spring 2003.
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Anaheim, California
March 5-9, 2002

Visit the ACJS website
Boston, Massachusetts
March 4-8, 2003

Las Vegas, Nevada
March 9-13, 2004

at:
http://www.acjs.org

Chicago, Illinois
March 15-19, 2005

To review a copy of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences 38th Annual Meeting Minutes in full
from Washington, D.C., please visit our website at www.acjs.org.

The ACJS National Office would like to thank and
recognize all of those who have recently joined the
Academy's membership. In recognition, we have
listed all new members on our website at
.
www.acj s.org
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Blazak, Randy, and Wooden, Wayne S.
(2000). Renegade Kids, Suburban Outlaws: From Youth Culture to Delinquency. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Reviewer: Aline K. Major
Florida State University

Criminological research onjuvenile delinquency has historically focused on urban
delinquency. In Renegade Kids. Suburban
Outlaws, Blazak and Wooden break away
from the traditional norm of explaining urban delinquency
and address deviance
among typically white suburban middle class
youths. They describe various ways in
which youths deviate from societal norms
and how these deviations can lead to
involvement in criminal activity.
The book attempts to provide specific
understanding of how adolescents become
involved in particular youth subcultures and
how many of the adolescents move from rebellion into delinquency. The authors differentiate two groups of youth cultures, renegade kids and suburban outlaws. Renegade
kids are described as youths who refuse to
conform to societal expectations.
These
youths seek attention by dressing and acting differently, yet their behaviors are relatively harmless to others in society. In contrast, the suburban outlaws are youths who
have rejected traditional values and have
adopted a way of life that centers on delinquent behaviors that can be quite harmful to
others.
Renegade Kids, Suburban Outlaws
provides a contribution to the criminological literature in understanding adolescent
behaviors that are fads and styles versus
those that are deviant and dangerous to society. The authors' stated purpose of the
book is to provide a better understanding of
various theories that can be used to explain
juvenile crime and to present a variety of
research methods used to gather and analyze data. Although they suggest that theories of youth deviance vary widely, the theoretical framework of this book is based largely
upon the much earlier contributions of Shaw
and McKay, Merton, and Cohen. Therefore,
the theories related to specific youth sub-

cultures are mainly derived from culture conflict, anomie and status frustration among
these youths. Although their findings are
supported by these theories, the authors neglect to mention any other possible explanations for these types of j uveni Ie delinquency.
The first part of the book focuses on
the renegade kids, those youth who openly
reject traditionalism and deviate from the
norm. These youth are usually more defiant
in dress and mannerisms and are involved in
breaking common rules of society rather than
laws. Included in this group are the mall rats,
high school cliques, punks and gutter punks.
Enmeshed within these cultures are particular types of dress and music, which signify a
large part ofa youth's identity within a specific group. Yet, while these renegade youths
choose to be different, their behavior is usually nonviolent.
The suburban outlaws discussed in the
second part of the book include school
shooters, tagger crews, skinheads, stoner
gangs, and Satanists. These groups also
identify with certain types of dress and music. Although inconclusive evidence has
been found in relation to violence and music, these groups tend to choose music encouraging violence, perhaps contributing to
their own violent behavior. One troubling
area is the authors' discussion of vandalism. Although vandalism is destructive in
nature, and these gangs of youth can become involved in additional criminal activities, this discussion does not seem to match
the deviance and violence of the other suburban outlaws discussed in the book.
In light of the recent attention focusing
on violence among white suburban middle
class youth, this book provides valuable
knowledge and understanding regarding this
phenomenon. The information presented is
grounded in theoretical ideas and supported
by qualitative research. The book is unique
in that the subject matter presents both a
nontraditional view of crime and also gives
readers an understanding of what is deviant
behavior versus what is simply teen rebellion. In addition, the book exposes students
to a variety of qualitative methodologies including questionnaires, interviews, participant observation, and content analysis.

This text would be useful for professors of undergraduate students who prefer
to augment classroom lecture with a reader
rather than a typical textbook. The book
would be an especially effective tool to facilitate group discussions used in combination with classroom lecture. One of the main
contributions of this text is to allow readers
to see adolescents as real people. The profiles, interviews and survey data gathered
permit these youth to express, in their own
words, reasons for their involvement in particular subcultures.
Renegade Kids, Suburban Outlaws
would be a useful text in a number of criminology and criminal justice courses, such as
Juvenile Delinquency, Juvenile Justice, Criminal and Delinquent Behavior, and Human
Behavior. Although grounded in sociological criminology, the subject matter also invites an audience of both academics and
practitioners from various disciplines, including education, psychology and social work.
Using this text in related courses would provide students basic theoretical and methodological understanding ofteen rebellion and
delinquency. However, the book would be
more useful if further emphasis had been
given to consideration of pol icy implications
and future prevention. Instead, like so many
other crime and delinquency books, this
book presents data and theory, but fails to
draw any policy implications. As a result,
the reader is left wondering, where do we go
from here?
Karmen,Andrew (2001). Crime Victims: An
Introduction
to Victimology, fourth
edition. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth.
Reviewer: Elizabeth Quinn DeValve
Sam Houston State University
This most recent edition of Crime Victims: An introduction to Victimology by Andrew Karmen effectively incorporates research in relation to the making oflaws, the
breaking of laws, and society's reaction to
the breaking of laws in its exploration of
victimology. As Karmen explains, it would
be impossible to include every aspect of
victimology in any book, but this book gives
a good overview ofthe study of victims (and
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all aspects thereof) in terms of street crimes
(i.e. index crimes, excluding arson). Aside
from a lack of research in certain areas
(through no fault of the author, of course)
that could contribute to a better-balanced
text, Crime Victims, fourth edition incorporates many views of the issues examined in
victimology.
Karmen begins, in Chapter 1, with an
examination of what victimology encompasses and why, and what victimologists do
as opposed to other social scientists. He
further describes the realms in which individuals can be victimized, including physical, financial and emotional abuse. Karmen
continues in Chapter 2 with a review of
where data on victims originates, and follows with a description of research issues
relating to victimology and examines how
research on victims is used. Specifically he
examines victimization rates, risks of victimization for different crimes and the societal
conditions and norms that can influence victimization and crime rates. Chapter 3 assesses
the research on how victims "contribute" to
the crime problem and/or ultimately to their
own victimization. Attention is focused on
the difference between victim blaming versus victim defending. Routine Activities
theory is discussed as an explanation for
victimization.
Chapter 4 explores the relationship between the victim and the various criminal
justice agencies within which the victim's
case will be processed. Particular attention
is paid to satisfaction with police and prosecutors, and the role of the defense attorney
and judge in the court process. Furthermore,
Karmen includes a section that examines the
victim's role in the offender's parole potential, illustrating the fact that the lives of
these individuals are linked beyond the
crime and trial.
Chapter 5 moves from an overview to a
more specific approach as Karmen explores
particular segments of the victim population.
The victim populations in this chapter are
related in terms of the intimate nature oftheir
victimizations and/or the relative vulnerabilities of the populations explored. Missing
children, physically and sexually abused children, domestic violence at all ages, violence
between intimates, and victims of sexual assault are the chosen areas of discussion.
The author examines the incidence of each
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of these problems and the attention each
victim population gleans from the varied
criminal justice fields, including victims' services, such as crisis centers.
Chapter 6 deals with the outlets through
which the offender may compensate victims,
either directly or through other means. This
includes an analysis into the different programs assisting in compensation, what resources are available for civil court cases,
the means through which reimbursements
are collected, and how the government works
to ensure compensation to the victim.
And finally, Chapter 7 examines the future ofvictimology and where the victims'
movement is going in terms of reparations
and closure for victims. This discussion encompasses both formal rights within the
criminal justice system and a review of two
philosophies of "punishment," restorative
and retaliatory justice, investigating whether
we are moving forward or backward in terms
of victim-offender reconciliation.
Karmen attempts to remain objective
throughout the book by presenting research
on as many sides of the victim issues explored in each chapter as possible. Though
it appears that the literature cited tends towards pro-victim, he does an adequate job
of reflecting the controversies that exist in
studying the victim. However, there are two
areas that seem to be ignored throughout
the book, particularly in relation to Chapter
4, victims and the criminal justice system.
The first area is the lack of discussion as to
the victims' expectations of actors in the
criminal justice system. Chapter 4 focuses
on the inadequacies of the criminal justice
system in advocating for the victim. Although there is a wonderful description as
to why the focus of the crime has shifted
from the victim to the State, what is not reflected is the need for victims to have realistic expectations of the criminal justice system and the need for victim advocacy
groups to inquire as to the activities performed by various representatives of the
criminal justice system to deal with the
multitude
of victims it handles on a
daily basis.
The second subject that seems to be
missing, not only in Karmen's book, but also
in the literature on victims, is a direct examination of communication between victims
and criminal justice representatives. There
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are many areas that Karmen illustrates in
which the lack of communication either by
district attorney's offices or parole boards
and corrections departments is detrimental
to the victim. Similarly, he discusses the initial reporting procedures of victims to the
responding officer(s) and how (though not
stated specifically) the body language ofthe
officer often contributes to victims feeling
as if their cases are not important. The discussion on this topic leads one to believe
that it is an important area, necessary for further research, but fails to emphasize this point
explicitly. As stated earlier, this could be more
a reflection on the lack of research available for inclusion in this text, as opposed
to an oversight on Karmen's part.
Despite these two criticisms, this text
would be useful in an introductory
victimology course for college students at
the sophomore level or beyond and is best
suited to a criminology or criminal justice curriculum because it is related specifically to
those fields. The readings are not overly
difficult and are presented in such a way that
new vocabulary to describe the concepts explored is often emboldened for the student's
benefit. The inclusion of case studies contributes greatly to better understanding the
readings and makes the topic interesting. Indeed, the author's writing style is such that
it is almost as if the reader is not reading a
textbook, but instead a comprehensive collection of various research topics relating to
victimology.
Because of the layout of the chapters,
one chapter flows nicely into the next; therefore, almost any style ofteaching would benefit from this textbook. This book could be
used in both a classroom where the professor depends heavily on the text for instruction and for the instructor who prefers to
incorporate outside materials into the lecture. It is the impression of this reader that
most instructors easily could utilize this
book for an excellent introduction to the
study ofvictimology.
If one is searching for a good introduction to victimology textbook that is equally
broad in terms of concepts and areas covered, easy and enjoyable to read, and specific enough to work from alone or in conjunction with other materials, this textbook
is highly recommended.
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